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WORKSHOP OUTCOMES

By the end of this workshop, participants will be able to:

 describe the student learning outcomes assessment cycle.

 use different ways to generate student learning outcomes (SLOs).

 define and differentiate types of SLOs.

 determine how to put a “culture of intentionality” into practice 

regarding SLOs. 



STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 
ASSESSMENT CYCLE

Source:  David Marshall



DAVID MARSHALL’S
THE CULTURE OF INTENTIONALITY

The Culture of Intentionality:

• Is student- centered;

• Seeks information about how well students are learning and/or 

how well various areas of the college are supporting the college 

experience;

• Reflects on what we teach or do and how we teach or do it;

• Accepts (some) responsibility for student learning and the 

student experience;

• Experiments with new strategies for student success.

Students become the primary focus of the assessment process.



“Learning outcomes are goals that describe how a

student will be different because of a learning

experience. More specifically, learning outcomes

are the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and habits of

mind that students take with them from a

learning experience.”

-- Linda Suskie, 2009



SLOS AND ASSESSMENT

An ongoing process designed to monitor and strengthen 

student learning:

 articulate what students will learn upon completing a 

course/ program or utilizing a student support service;

 evaluate how well the students are learning;

 use this information to inform how to best foster this 

learning. 



THREE PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS 
OF SLOS

 state what a learner will be able to do upon

successful completion of a course, program, service,

and/or degree certificate;

 is expressed using active verbs, and as such,

incorporates any or all of the domains of learning

(cognitive, psychomotor, affective) and/or uses

discipline specific terminology;

 is assessable and measurable.



WAYS TO GENERATE SLOS

• from more discrete objectives to

overarching SLOs;

• from major assignments/ projects; and/or

• from articulating how the PSLOs and/or

ISLOs manifest in the course.



SLOS VS. OBJECTIVES
Objectives/ Teacher Outcome(s)/ Student

Objectives describe skills, tools, and/or content

(nuts and bolts) that enable a student to fulfill the

outcome(s).

Outcome(s) describe overarching product(s) that

students will generate by applying the skills, tools,

or content.

Objectives may require the use of less

sophisticated tasks such as comprehension or

replication.

Outcome(s) require the use of higher level

thinking such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation

in order to demonstrate students’ ability to apply

the skills, tools, and/or content in authentic

contexts for learning.

Objectives may be impossible to assess because

they can often be numerous, specific, and detailed.

Outcome(s) are assessable; they result in

product(s) that can be observed as a behavior,

attitude, skill, or discrete usable knowledge and

can be evaluated against criteria.



SLOS VS. OBJECTIVES EXERCISE
1) (Spreadsheets) Create a professional looking spreadsheet using MS 

Excel spreadsheets which includes accurate functions, charting and 

is properly formatted adhering to good spreadsheet design.

2) (Music) Successfully perform a selection of choral ensemble pieces 

in English and other languages in front of a classroom audience. 

3) (Fundamental Mathematics) Apply the “Pythagorean theorem” to 

find any side of a right triangle given the other two sides. 

4) (Philosophy of Religion) Read primary works by (or secondary 

works about) the central figures in the history of the discipline. 

5) (Public Speaking course) Critically listen to a publicly delivered 

speech and analyze the credibility of the content and the 

effectiveness of delivery. 



GENERATE SLOS

FROM MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS

Optional Activity: List your major assignments for a course 

that you teach (papers, presentations, projects, 

demonstrations, performances, art work, exams, etc.). 

Describe what students are being asked to demonstrate in 

these assignments. Each sentence should describe each 

major knowledge, skill, ability or attitude that a student will 

have gained by the end of your class. 



GENERATE SLOS FROM 
ALIGNING WITH PSLOS AND/OR ISLOS

Consider how the following 
ISLOs may manifest at the 
course level:

• Critical Thinking

• Effective Communication

• Information Literacy

• Citizenship 

• Lifelong Wellness



EVALUATE SLOS

 Do the SLOs include active verbs?

 Can the SLOs be assessed?

 Do the SLOs address the expected level of learning using    

Bloom’s Taxonomy as a guideline?

Are the SLOs written as outcomes rather than as 

objectives?

Are the SLOs appropriate?

Will students understand the SLOs?



DRAWING FROM EXISTING RESOURCES

 CURRICUNET

 “The Course Outline of Record (COR) is a document required for all courses which must fully 

describe the course and its components as well as meet standards detailed in Title 5, section 55002, 

as well as other regulatory and accreditation standards. It is the foundation of course development, 

providing basic course information and structure, and serves as a legal document used for 

articulation, accreditation, and Program Review purposes.”

“Course outlines provide a type of quality control since it is not uncommon for community college 

courses to be taught by several, and sometimes dozens, of faculty members.”

--from the Skyline College Curriculum Handbook 2017-18

https://www.skylinecollege.edu/curriculumcommittee/curricunet.php
http://www.skylinecollege.edu/curriculumcommittee/assets/documents/Curriculum_Handbook_2017-18.pdf


Video on using google to find Curricunet at our school and 

others:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tThHAYBdOOg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tThHAYBdOOg

